1. A novel approach for analyzing transients in passive structures called "the method of moments" is introduced. It provides, as a special case, an analytic method for calculating the time delay and speed of propagation of electrical signals in any passive dendritic tree without the need for numerical simulations.
2. Total dendritic delay (TD) between two points (y, x) is defined as the difference between the centroid (the center of gravity) of the transient current input, I, at point y [t;(y)] and the centroid of the transient voltage response, V, at point x [ tj( x)]. The TD measured at the input point is nonzero and is called the local delay (LD). Propagation delay, PD( y, x), is then defined as TD( y, X) -LD( y) whereas the net dendritic delay, NDD( y, 0), of an input point, y, is defined as TD( y, 0) -LD(O), where 0 is the target point, typically the soma. The signal veZocity at a point x0 in the tree, 0(x,), is defined as 1 1 /(dt^,( x)/dx) &.
3. With the use of these definitions, several properties of dendritic delay exist. First, the delay between any two points in a given tree is independent of the properties (shape and duration) of the transient current input. Second, the velocity of the signal at any given point (y) in a given direction from (y) does not depend on the morphology of the tree "behind" the signal, and of the input location. Third, TD( y, x) = TD(x, y), for any two points, X, y.
4. Two additional properties are useful for efficiently calculating delays in arbitrary passive trees. 1) The subtrees connected at the ends of any dendritic segment can each be functionally lumped into an equivalent isopotential R-C compartment.
2) The local delay at any given point (y) in a tree is the mean of the local delays of the separate structures (subtrees) connected at y, weighted by the relative input conductance of the corresponding subtrees.
5. Because the definitions for delays utilize difference between centroids, the local delay and the total delay can be interpreted as measures for the time window in which synaptic inputs affect the voltage response at a target/decision point. Large LD or TD is closely associated with a relatively wide time window, whereas small LD or TD imply that inputs have to be well synchronized to affect the decision point. The net dendritic delay may be interpreted as the cost (in terms of delay) of moving a synapse away from the target point. When this target point is the soma, the NDD is a rough measure for the contribution of the dendritic morphology to the overall delay introduced by the neuron.
6. The local delay (also TD) in an isopotential isolated soma is 7, the time constant of the membrane (R,C,), whereas the LD in an infinite cylinder is 42. In finite cylinders with both ends sealed, the TD from end to end is always larger than 7. When an isopotential soma with the same membrane properties is coupled to one end of the cylinder, the LD at any point is reduced, and the TD from any point to the soma is increased as compared with the corresponding point in the cylinder without a soma. As the soma size increases (pa decreases), the LD at any given point decreases, and the TD from this point to the soma increases.
7. The velocity (t9) in an infinite cylinder is 2x/7. In a semi-infinite cylinder with a sealed end at its origin, 8 is close to 2X/ 7 when the signal is electrically far from the boundary. As the signal approaches the origin, t9 first decreases below this value then increases to infinity at the boundary. With a soma lumped at the origin, the velocity of the signal propagating toward the soma may first increase then decrease, or vice versa, or it may increase (or decrease) monotonically, depending on the size and membrane properties of the soma. Similar types of behavior are found in cylinders with a step change in their diameter.
8. In dendritic trees that are equivalent to a single cylinder, the TD from any input site to the soma is identical to the total delay in the equivalent cylinder for an input applied at the same electrotonic distance from the soma. The LD at any point in the full tree, however, is shorter than the LD in the corresponding input point in the cylinder. The LD at distal arbors steeply decreases and 8 increases as a function of the order of branching.
9. In real dendritic trees with uniform R,, the total delay between the synaptic input and the somatic voltage response is of the order of 7. In neuron models with a soma shunt (i.e., low somatic R,), this delay can be three times the system time constant ( 70). In both models the local delay (which is a measure for the speed of electrical communication between adjacent synapses) at distal dendritic arbors is of the order of 0.17. Consequently, exact timing (synchronization) between inputs is critical for local dendritic computations (e.g., for triggering plastic processes) and is less important for the input-output (dendrites-to-axon) function of the neuron.
10. Massive asynchronous background synaptic activity changes dynamically the dendritic delay as well as the temporal resolution of the tree. With increased background synaptic activity, the delays are reduced and the tree becomes more sensitive to the exact timing of its inputs. For example, without background synaptic activity, the net delay contributed by the dendrites (NDD) in a modeled layer 5 cortical pyramidal cell is lo-17 ms for distal apical arbors and -1.5 ms for the basal dendrites (assuming 7 = 20 ms). With background activity of 2 spikes/s in each of the 5,000 synapses that may contact this cell, the NDD is reduced by almost twofold (6-10 ms) for the apical arbors and by 15% ( -1.3 ms) for the basal arbors.
11. Excluding electrically distant dendritic locations, such as distal apical arbors of pyramidal cells, the NDD of a dendritic input is small compared with the local delay at the soma. The consequence is that placing the synapse at the dendrite rather than at the soma has only a minor effect on the time window for input integration at the soma. Furthermore, for proximal and intermediate inputs (e.g., on basal dendrites and proximal apical oblique dendrites of pyramidal cells) the time integral (but not the peak) of the resultant somatic voltage response is roughly the same as for a direct somatic input. We conclude that for the soma output, the location of the excitatory inputs at the tree is not very important. However, for decision points at the dendrites (e.g., where plastic processes may be triggered or where dendrodendritic synapses be activated), the localization and timing of inputs is very important. For these computations, electrically adjacent and well-synchronized inputs form the significant functional input.
12. The analytic treatment of the passive case presented here should serve as a reference case and a trigger for a study on the INTRODUCTION An important property of single neurons is that they behave as delay lines. Indeed, time elapses from the arrival of an action potential to the output site (synapse) of the presynaptic cell to the arrival of an action potential to the output site of the postsynaptic cell. This delay in transmitting information plays an important role both for the input-output function of the nervous system as well as for processes involved in learning and memory (e.g., Barlow and Levick 1965; Brown et al. 1988; Carr and Konishi 1988; Kandel 1976; Koch et al. 1983; Rall 1964; Reichardt 1987) . Exploring the range of delays expected from the mechanisms subserving the operation of neurons should provide insights into the functional significance of this delay.
Time delays in single neurons arise from three distinct sources: the synapse, the dendrites, and the axon. Chemical processes underlying synaptic transmission, both at the presynaptic and the postsynaptic sites, take time. Synaptic delay was thoroughly explored by Eccles et al. ( 194 1) and by Katz and Miledi ( 1967) . It was shown that, in many systems, the synaptic delay in normal conditions is ~1 ms. This is also the range of the delays estimated for the "classical" synapses in the mammalian CNS. Delay due to axonal propagation was the focus of many experimental and theoretical studies (e.g., Khodorov and Timin 1975; Manor et al. 199 la,b; Waxman and Bennett 1972) . Axons may introduce delay in the order of 1 ms (short, local, axons) and lo-20 ms in very long, slowly conducting, axons.
The morphology and cable properties of dendritic trees also imply time delay for the initiation and propagation of synaptic potentials in the tree (Rall 1962a (Rall ,b, 1964 (Rall , 1969 Rinzel and Rall 1974) . First, because of the resistance and capacitance (RC) properties of the membrane, the synaptic potential lags in time behind the synaptic input. Second, synaptic potentials are delayed when propagating between the input site to other dendritic locations, as well as to the cell body and the initial segment of the axon (Jack and Redman 197 la,b; Jack et al. 1975; Rall 1962a Rall ,b, 1964 Rall , 1967 Rinzel and Rall 1974) . Detailed exploration of dendritic delay was, however, somewhat neglected both because experimentally it is difficult to measure voltage transients in dendritic trees (see, however, recent study by Fromhertz and Vetter 1992) and because it is mathematically a difficult problem. Consequently, an analytic solution for the signal delay in electrically passive structures was obtained only for simple cases such as infinite cylinders (Jack et al. 1975) . Although several attempts to estimate analytically the time delays in general RC tree networks were made (Elmore 1948; Lin and Mead 1984; Rubinstein et al. 1983; Wyatt 1985) , exploration of signal delay in dendritic trees relied primarily on numerical computations (Iles 1977; Jack and Redman 197 la,b; Rall 1964 Rall , 1967 .
The present study introduces a new theoretical approach for analyzing transients in passive structures. It provides, as a special case, a simple analytic solution and several general theorems for the delay in passive dendritic trees with arbitrary branching. A complete formal treatment with detailed proofs for the various theorems is given elsewhere (unpublished data) . Here only the essence of this approach is given, and the relevant theorems are stated without proofs. The focus is on results concerning dendritic delay and the time window for synaptic integration. We start by analyzing delays in simple structures and progress step-by-step toward treating trees of realistic complexity. The significance of the results for the speed of electrical communication between various dendritic sites and for input synchronization, both in relation to input-output function and to learning and memory processes at the neuron level, is discussed. A preliminary report of the present study appeared in Segev and Agmon-Snir ( 1992) . Time (s) Points in a passive structure Electrotonic distances Electrotonic length of a cylinder Diameter of a cylinder (cm) Resistance across unit area of membrane (a l cm2) Space constant of a cylinder (cm) Time constant of passive membrane (s) t/7 Transient voltage at point x in the structure, as deviation of membrane potential from its rest value (V) Transient current applied at point y (A) Time of a transient signal f( t ) (s) The ith moment of a transient signalf't) (defined over t)
The ith moment of a transient signalf( T) (defined over T)
Total delay between input current at point y and voltage response at point x (s) Local delay between input current at point y and voltage response at the same point (s) Propagation delay between input current at point y and voltage response at point x (s) Net dendritic delay of an input point y with respect to the target point, 0 (s) Propagation velocity of voltage signal at point x (cm/s) Input resistance at a given point in a structure (Q) Input conductance at a given point in a structure (S) Input resistance at origin of semi-infinte cylinder (a) Input delay at a given point in a structure (s) Effective X (cm) Letf( t) be some function of time (e.g., a transient voltage at some point in the tree or a current input at a point, etc.). The time off(t), z$ is defined as Note that &has a following sense meaning of "center of gravity" (centroid) in the s ao (t -t;)*f(t)dt = 0 (2) -00 .
An example for Gin the case of the classical a-function is depicted in Fig. 1A .
DELAYS.
We will define delay as the difference between two time points. Accordingly, four types of delay are defined. Total delay A f centroid ;r FIG. 1. Definitions of time of the signal and total delay. A : comparison between the peak time and the centroid 4, for a transient signal,f( t), with a shape of an a-function, i.e.,f( t) oc t l exp( -at). B: time delay is defined as the difference between the centroids of 2 transient signals. Here the total delay (TD), the delay between the input current and the resultant voltage response, is shown.
(TD) is the difference between the time of the transient current input at some point (y) in the tree and the time of voltage response at another location (x) (Fig. 1 B) . Formally where TD( y, x) is the total dendritic delay, c(y) is the time of current at the input point y, and z$( X) is the time of the voltage response at point x. Local delky ( LD) is the difference between the time of the current injection and the time of the voltage response at the same point. Formally
As a result from Theorem I below, LD(x) is independent of the input properties and is a property of the point x in the structure.
Hence, similar to the definition of input resistance, LD( X) can be considered as the input delay (Din) at that point (see Theorems IV and V below). Propagation delay (PD) is the difference between the time of the voltage response at some point y and the voltage response at another point x
Clearly
Net dendritic delay (NDD) is the difference between the total delay from an input point y and the local delay at a target point 0
In this article the target point for the NDD is always the soma. The NDD is a measure for the net effect of the dendritic input location on delaying the synaptic potentials as compared with the case when the input impinges directly on the soma.
The velocity, or speed of propagation, of the voltage response at a point x0, 0(x0), is the reciprocal of the rate of the change in t;/(x) at this point Note that, as stated in Theorem III below, this velocity at a given point depends on the direction of the signal propagation from this point.
EFFECTIVE
X AND EFFECTIVE r. Two additional definitions are used for the analysis of velocity in passive structures. They are discussed in detail elsewhere (unpublished data). 1) Effective X (X,,) . The effective space constant, &, is a generalization of the conventional space constant, X. Its functional interpretation can be demonstrated when a steady-state current is injected at a given point. The rate of spatial attenuation of voltage at this point in a given direction is inversely proportional to &in this direction. Hence, for a given point y, there is a different &for each direction from this point. For example, there are three such directions (and thus 3 values of h,,) at a branch point of a tree and only two for a point in the middle of a cylinder. For an infinite cylinder, heff = X, for any point and in both directions. The definition of X,@ for a point y is
where X and R, correspond to the cylindrical branch in the direction of interest. Ri, in this expression is the input resistance of the structure at the direction of interest (substituting the boundary conditions in all other directions by sealed ends). When a steadv-state current is iniected at a given noint. the rate of spatial attenuation of voltage at any point in the tree, is inversely proportional to Aes in the direction to which the current is flowing. If we scale every infinitesimal small cylinder of electrotonic length dX by the corresponding Xeff (i.e., its new length will be dX l X/X,,), we get a transformed representation of the structure. In this transform, each unit of distance represents an e-fold attenuation of steady voltage (see Brown et al. 1992 for a similar electrotonic representation of attenuation).
2) @@tive ~(r~,). Similarly, 7,ff extends the functional meaning of the conventional 7. Given a point y in a tree and a given direction, 7,ff is defined as the input delay (local delay) at that point, when the boundary conditions in all other possible directions are sealed-end conditions. As demonstrated in RESULTS (Fig. 217 ?eff = 7 in the case of an isopotential structure.
It is important to note that, in contrast to X,,, for 7eff the transmembrane direction is also a legitimate direction. For example, when the point y is at an isopotential soma that is coupled to a cylinder, two possible directions for current flow exist when 7eff is considered: the flow through the soma membrane and the flow into the cylinder. For Xeff, however, only the latter direction is relevant.
Theorems
Several general theorems are used extensively in the following analysis of dendritic delay. Their complete proofs can be found in H. Agmon-Snir and I. Segev (unpublished data).
THEOREM ~(SHAPEINVARIANCE).
Thetotaldelaybetween any two points (y, x) in a given passive structure is independent of the shape of the transient input current at point y. Clearly, this is true also for the LD(y) and the PD(y, x).
THEOREMII(RECIPROCITY).
Given two points (y, x) in an arbitrary passive structure, TD( y, x) = TD( x, y). Note that this is not
Analytic techniques
For computing delays in passive structures, we introduce a novel approach called "the method of moments." In this approach the ith moment, mLi, of a transient signal,f( t ), is defined as r a0 mLi = tie f(t)dt uo J-co Note that the centroid, $-, in Eq. 1 is exactly the ratio between the 1 st and 0th moment. In general, it is possible to define other properties off(t), such as width, skewness, etc., by the use of moments. These properties of transients in passive structures can be explored analytically by the use of the method of moments (unpublished data).
To compute the delay in passive trees utilizing the method of moments, Rall's one-dimensional cable equation was employed. The cable equation in dimensionless units (X = xl X, T = t/r) is
By multiplying both sides of Eq. 12 by T' and integrating over T, we get an ordinary linear differential equations with constant coefficients for each of the moments of the voltage response in a passive cable. These equations are very similar to the steady-state passive cable equation. For the 0th moment d2
For the ith moment, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
where Mi.1 is the ith moment of the current input. Here the moments are defined over T. Using these ordinary differential equanecessarily true for the propagation delay, PD. Note also that this tions (ODES) the moments can be analyzed by the same methods theorem and the definitions for PD and NDD imply that NDD( y, used in steady-state analysis of passive trees (Rall 1959 (Rall , 1977 . 0) = PD(0, y).
Note also that the equation for the ith moment depends only on THEOREM III (VELOCITY THEOREM).
The velocity ofthe signal depends only on the details of the structure in "front" of the signal. It is independent of the structure "behind" the signal and of the input point. The velocity of the signal at a given point, y, is given by Xe,( y)/ TeE( y), where XeR( y) , 7,& y) correspond to the direction considered. moments of smaller or equal order.
The equations for MVi in a given tree and a given transient input, I(t), can be solved analytically either directly or by using Laplace transforms. Some details are given in the APPENDIX, and complete treatment is given in H. Agmon-Snir and I. Segev (unpublished data) . For the purpose of computing delays, only the 0th and 1st moment should be derived. Because any tree can be THEOREMIV(LOCALDELAYTHEOREM).
TheLDatanypointy
lumped into an equivalent "soma" ( Theorem V), it is sufficient to in the passive structure is the weighted mean of the input delays find the delay in the case of a cylinder coupled to a soma. As (i.e., of the corresponding 4 in the various possible directions shown in the APPENDIX, the total delay in this case is from y. The weighting is by the corresponding input conductances. For example, consider the case of a point y along a finite cylinder. There are two possible directions (denoted by 1 and 2)
for the signal at point y, one into cylinder 1 and the other into cylinder 2. The LD at y is compartments ("passive somas"), each has the same input resis-Utilizing the Reciprocity Theorem, replacing Y and X in Eq. 15, tance and input delay as the corresponding original structure (subtree). This theorem is very useful for computing delays in arbitrary trees by means of a recursive procedure (see below).
gives an expression for TD( Y, X) for the case where 0 5 Y I X5 L (the input point is close to the soma and the recording point is distal to it).
H. AGMON-SNIR AND I. SEGEV
As stated in Theorem V, any subtree in a dendritic structure can be lumped into an equivalent soma for the purpose of calculating A Local Delay = T delays. Hence using Eq. 15 and the theorems, the delays in arbitrary trees can be computed in each cylindrical segment separately, provided the input resistances and input delays at its boundaries are known. A recursive method, similar to the method developed by Rall ( 1959) for calculating input resistance and steady voltage attenuation, can be used here for calculating delays over such trees. This method was employed here to calculate the delays in Figs. 10 and 11 and in Table 1 . For symmetrical trees equivalent to a single cylinder, a simpler method can be utilized (unpublished data). This method is similar to the method developed by Rall and Rinzel ( 1973) Two simple cases DELAYINANISOPOTENTIALCELL. Inthelimitingcase,when L in Eq. 15 approaches 0, the delay in an isopotential cell is obtained. In this case the voltage response lags in time behind the current by exactly T, the time constant of the membrane (see also Rall 1967 ) . This LD reflects the time course for charging the membrane capacitance ( Fig. 2A) . DELAYINSEMI-INL~NITEANDINL~NITECYLINDERS. Thelimiting case, L --t co and p, --* cc, in Eq. 15 corresponds to the delay in a semi-infinite cylinder with a sealed end. When the recording point, X, is set to 0 (the sealed end), the TD between an injection point Y and the point 0 is simply ( 1 + Y) -7 / 2. The reciprocity theorem (Theorem II) implies that when the current is injected at the sealed end (Y = 0) and the recording is at point X, the TD between these two points is ( 1 + X) * ~/2 (Fig. 2B ). This then gives two important results.
1) The LD at the sealed-end boundary of a semi-infinite cylinder is T / 2, one-half the delay in an isolated soma with identical membrane properties. In the semi-infinite cylinder the LD is smaller because of the loss of charge from the injection point to other regions of the cylinder. The rate of this loss is faster than the rate by which charge is lost through the membrane (Rall 1969) . It is easy to see from the local delay theorem (Theorem IV) that ~/2 is also the LD at any point in an infinite cylinder.
2) The PD between the sealed end and point Y is Y. r/ 2. The signal velocity, 8, is therefore 2 . X/T. This is also the velocity at any point in an infinite cylinder. It was previously shown that 2. X/T is the asymptotic value for 0 in infinite cylinders when other definitions for the time of the signal were used (Jack et al. 1975 ) . We note that the velocity can be calculated alternatively from the velocity theorem that states that the velocity is the ratio between X,, (which is simply X in this model) and the T,~ (which is the LD, T / 2 ) . In this case the ratio is 2. X/T. FIG. 2. Local delay (LD) in 2 simple cases. A : in an isopotential cell, the LD (also the TD) is exactly 7, the time constant ofthe membrane. B: in a semi-infinite cylinder, the LD at the sealed end ("electrode" I) is only r/2. The velocity of the resultant voltage response (V) at any point in the direction ofthe infinite extension (heavy arrow) is 2X/r. These are also the LD and velocity at any point in an infinite cylinder. The TD between the input point at the sealed end and the recording point is ( 1 + X) . r/2, and this is the TD between any 2 points in an infinite cable whose distance is X.
Finite cylinder with both ends sealed
The limiting case p, + co in Eq. 15 corresponds to the delay in a finite cylinder with both ends sealed. The TD between an injection point, Y, and the recording point X, OSXS Yisthen
From this expression the LD and the signal's velocity as well as the PD in this model can be computed. LD. Figure 3A shows a cylindrical cable whose electrical length is L and an "electrode" injecting a transient current I
at point Y, and recording the resultant voltage Vat that same point. Figure 3 B depicts the LD in such finite cylinders of various lengths. As expected, LD in short cylinders (e.g., L = 0.5, L = 1) is close to T, the LD in an isopotential structure. In very long cylinders (e.g., L = 8)) however, LD at both ends as well as in the middle of the cylinder is close to 7/2, the value obtained in infinite cylinders. The figure also shows that, as expected from the local delay theorem, LD at each end of a cylinder of length L is equal to LD at the middle of a cylinder of length 2 L. In general, the LD in finite cylinders with both ends sealed is always between 7 / 2 and T. It is worth noting that in short cylinders the LD is maximal at the middle of the cylinder, whereas in long cylinders a local minimum is obtained at that point. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3C , where the loci of the local max- ima are shown as a function of the cylinder length. For cylinders shorter than -2.5X, there is only one maximum. In longer cylinders the bifurcation in the graph shows that two local maxima exist, one in each half of the cylinder. The complete picture is shown in Fig. 3 D , where the local delay is plotted as a function of both the cylinder length L and the injection point Y.
The result of Fig. 3 B that demonstrates an increase in LD as the electrode moves away from the boundary is somewhat surprising and requires an explanation. This can be done considering, once again, a semi-infinite cylinder and the local delay theorem. When the injection point is at the sealed end, the LD is 7 / 2. When the injection point moves slightly from the sealed end, say by 0.1 X, a short cylinder is practically added at one side of the electrode, whereas the other (infinite) side remains essentially unchanged. This short cylinder is almost isopotential; it therefore has a large input delay of approximately T (see Dejinitions) and, although this cylinder may contribute very little to the LD, it must elevate the LD beyond T / 2. When the injection point is moved far from the sealed end, the cylinders at both sides of the electrode are electrically long and, thus the LD is, again, close to r / 2. Therefore in semi-infinite cylinders the LD as a function of the injection (and recording) point is expected to first increase to a maximum and then decreases asymptotically toward ~/2. For long, but finite, cylinders the same behavior can be seen near both ends of the cylinder (Fig. 3B) .' SIGNAL VELOCITY AND PD.
From the velocity theorem it is easy to derive an expression for the velocity ( fl) of the signal at a point X, when the signal propagates toward the origin of the cylinder (Fig. 4A ). As noted above, 0 = X,,/ T,~. Here XeE= coth(X)and,fromEq.
I~,T~~= (1 +X.[coth(X)-tanh(X)]}/2.
As can be seen in Fig. 4A , the velocity approaches 2. X/T for large values of X (dotted line), as expected. When X is close to the origin, the velocity increases and approaches infinity when X --, 0, as expected near a sealed-end boundary (Goldstein and Rall 1974; Jack and Redman 197 la,b; Rall 1967; Segev 1990 ). Note that the velocity at point X is dependent neither on the cylinder length L nor on the point of injection Y (provided that Y 2 X). If we observe Fig. 4A it is surprising to find a local minimum (a "dip") in the velocity curve near X = 1. This ' An alternative interpretation of the behavior of the LD is that the injected charge accumulates at the short cylinder that was added. As a result, the voltage at the injection point remains large for longer times, thus broadening the voltage response and delaying the centroid. Interestingly, our theoretical and numerical studies show that, when the injection point in a finite cylinder with sealed ends is off the cylinder's center, the site of voltage peak moves in time from the injection point toward the sealed end. When the peak arrives to the end, this end becomes the current source. reduction in 0 is a result of two opposing factors that affect the velocity: when X is decreased, T,~ ( dot-dashed line) gets larger (charge accumulates near the sealed end), tending to broaden the voltage transient thereby decreasing the velocity. At the same time, X,, (dashed line) increases (smaller attenuation near the sealed end), tending to increase the velocity.
Next, the PD between any two points, Xi, X, (Xi I X,), when the signal is moving toward a sealed end is analyzed. Because the PD between X, and X, is PD (X, , 0 ) -PD (X, , 0 ) , it is sufficient to analyze PD between X to 0 (continuous line in Fig. 4B ). Note that here, again, PD(X, , X,) is dependent neither on the cylinder length L nor on the point of injection Y (provided that Y 2 X, 2 Xi ) . The dotted line shows PD(X, 0) when the boundary condition at point 0 is equivalent to an infinite cable extension. In the latter case the PD (in units of T) is precisely X/2. If one compares the two curves, one can see that they differ only near the origin but that they do converge at large X values. As an result, for large X, PD(X, 0) in a cable with a sealed end at X = 0 is very close to X/2 (in units of T), in spite of the change in the signal velocity when propagating toward the origin. TD. To conclude the discussion on the delay in finite cylinders with sealed ends, the TD in this case is shown in Fig. 4 , C and D. In C the TD between an injection point Y and the sealed end at the origin is depicted by the continuous lines for three cylinders with L = 0.5, 1,2. There are two points to note. First, the TD from one end of a cylinder to the other is always larger than 7. Namely, compared with an isopotential structure where the TD (which is also LD) is r, the TD increases in the cylinder when the signal propagates between its two ends. Nonetheless, cylinders allow for faster communication (smaller delays than 7) for some values of X < L. This communication can be much faster in dendritic trees (see below). Second, Fig. 4C shows that, as is the case for the LD (Fig. 3 ) , the TD from one end to the other in a cable of length L is equal to the TD from the middle of a cable of length 2L to each end. Finally, in Fig. 40 the TD( Y, X) is shown for 10 injection points (Y = 0.1 X, 0.2X, . . . , 1 X) in a cylinder with L = 1. The dashed curve depicts the LD for this cylinder. Because the velocity is independent of the injection point, all curves have parallel slopes for each value ofX. Again, when the injection point is at the other end (Y = L = 1 ), the TD is larger than 7. When Y < 0.4 (4th line from bottom), TD < 7. CYLINDER COUPLED TO A SOMA. This section treats a more general case of a cylinder where at one end the cylinder is sealed (at point L) , whereas at the origin (X = 0) the cylin- der is coupled to an isopotential passive soma (Fig. 5A ). Note that, as stated in Theorem V, for the analysis of dendritic delay, the boundary condition imposed by any passive structure at the end of a cylinder is equivalent to a boundary condition of an appropriate soma. This will be used later when more complicated dendritic models are treated.
Two parameters, p, and t, are used to uniquely define the boundary condition at the soma end. In Fig. 5 , B-D, the soma membrane and the membrane of the cylinder have the same time constant, namely E = 1. The velocity of a signal propagating toward the soma is shown in Fig. 5 B, for four various values of p, (0.1, 1, 1(2, 3). For a fixed c, a larger pm value corresponds to a smaller soma. First thing to note is that, depending on p, , there are three domains of velocity behavior. For pm < 1, the velocity first increases then decreases as the signal propagates toward the soma. For 1 < poo < d2, the velocity decreases monotonically, whereas for p, > v2 the velocity first decreases then increases. For a small (large p,) the qualitative behavior is as expected near a sealed end (Fig. 4A ) . A large soma has two opposing effects. At distal points the soma acts as a current sink, thereby enhancing the decay of the voltage transients at these points as compared with the infinite cylinder. This narrowing of the voltage transients becomes more significant as the signal propagates toward the soma; hence the velocity increases. On the other hand, when the signal approaches the proximity of the soma, another effect becomes dominant. At the large soma, charge accumulates (and decays) slowly relative to the points near the soma; hence the velocity at this region decreases. Between these two extreme cases, the effect of the soma is to decrease the velocity at all points. Another finding is that the velocity near the soma (in units of X per T ) approaches the value of p, . This can be easily seen by the use of the velocity theorem and the definitions to X,e and T,~.
In Fig. 5C the total delay from an input at the cylinder end to various points is depicted. In the case shown, L = 1 and E = 1. If we focus on the TD from the distal end to the soma (X = 0), the figure shows that the presence of soma increases this delay as compared with the case without soma (where p, = co). The TD increases as pm decreases. This can be shown to be true for any L and Y. Also, this relation between TD( L, 0) to p, agrees with the behavior of the velocity near the soma, where an increase in p, is associated with a increase in the velocity near the xoma (Fig. 5 B) . Changes in velocity far from the soma, on the other hand, seem to be less dominant in determining the TD to the soma. In point Y # 0 decreases. If one observes the TD from end to soma (Y = 1 ), one finds that it is bounded between 1.2 and 1.4. Thus, in this case, the TD depends rather weakly on the value of poo. In contrast, the LD at Y = 1 is greatly influenced by poo (and, consequently, also the PD). For any fixed value of poo, when the injection point is closer to the soma ( e.g., Y = 0.5 ) , the LD is larger than at Y = 1, whereas the TD is smaller. To conclude, unless the cylinder is very long, the TD from end to end is of the order of 7.
To complete the analysis of a soma lumped to a cylinder, the case with E # 1 (i.e., 7, # Q) is depicted in Fig. 6 . The velocity of a signal propagating toward the soma is shown for various values of E for pm = 2 in A and for poo = 0.5 in B. These graphs should be compared with Fig. 5 B. Again, it can be proven that the velocity near the soma end (in units of X per TV) approaches the value of p&. For this more complicated case, four types of velocity behavior are observed. Depending on pm and on c, the velocity may first increase then decreases (e.g., Fig. 6B , c = 0.2); it may first decreases then increases (e.g., Fig. 6A , f = 0.5); it may decrease monotonically (e.g., Fig. 6A , E = 2) or increase monotonically (e.g., Fig. 6 B, c = l/16). It can be proven that near the soma the velocity increases for ( p, )' > 2 l E and decreases for ( pm)2 < 2 l E. Figure 6C shows the TD (in units of TV) from Y to soma for the same model as in Fig. 5C , except that, here, E = 0.25.
In contrast to Fig. 5C , here the TD( Y, 0) increases as pa increases. This relation between TD to the soma and pm fits the behavior of the velocity at distant locations from the soma where an increase in poo leads to a decrease in the velocity. Changes in velocity near the soma, in this case, seem to be not significant in determining the behavior of the TD to the soma. In general, it is possible to show that if c < 0.5 the TD behaves as in Fig. 6C , and if c > 1 the TD -behaves as in Fig. 5C . When 1 > c 2 0.5, the behavior depends on L . For long cylinders, the TD behaves as in 5C. It is important to note that the behavior of TD does not depend on Y. Opposite to the results with 6 = 1 (Fig. 5C ), in Fig. 6C the TD from end to end is shorter than the TD in a corresponding cylinder with a sealed end at X = 0 (where theTDz 1.2forL= 1). Namely, when the sealed-end boundary conditions are replaced with a shunted soma, the communication speed along the cylinder can be enhanced (the delay can become smaller).
To complete this analysis, Fig. 60 shows the dependence of the TD (Y, 0) (-)andtheLD(---),onc.Itcanbe proven that the dependence of the TD on E is always linear; the slope depends on L, X, and poo but not on the injection point Y. As expected, the effect of increasing 7, (and therefore increasing E) leads to an increase in all the three types of delay. It is evident from this figure that LD, TD, and PD depend strongly on c. Cylinder with a step change in diameter In this section we are interested in the behavior of the signal when it passes through a step change in the cylinder diameter. For the present analysis, the step change is at X = 0, and the signal moves from right (where the diameter of the prestep cylinder is d,) to left (where the poststep diameter is d, ; inset in Fig. 74 . The ratio d, /d, is denoted by 6. Units are in X, for the prestep cylinder and X, for the poststep cylinder. L, and L, are the electrical lengths of the corresponding cylinders. Rall ( 1959) has proven that this case is equivalent to a branch point at X = 0, where do is the parent branch and d, i are the daughter branches such that First, we analyze the case of a step change in a cylinder that extends infinitely at both ends (Fig. 7, A and B) . In A the velocity of the signal (in units of X/ 7, where X corresponds to the respective cylinder) as it propagates to the step change (X = 0) and beyond is depicted for various values of 6. It is not surprising that velocity in the prestep cylinder behaves qualitatively as in the model of a cylinder coupled to a soma (Figs. 5 and 6 ). Indeed, it can be shown that in this case the effect of the poststep cylinder on the delay at the prestep cylinder is equivalent to the effect of a soma with c = l/2 and poo = ( do/ dl ) 3/2. A consequence of the velocity theorem is that the signal propagates at constant velocity, 0 = 2. Al/7 = 2 l X0/7. VS, from the step change further down along the poststep cylinder.
An interesting result is shown in Fig. 7B , where the TD as a function of X is depicted. It demonstrates that the TD from the injection point to point of step change in diameter is independent of 6; i.e., the acceleration and deceleration of the signal exactly compensate each other. The mathematical proof is simple: reciprocity theorem implies that TD from the injection point Y to point X = 0 is equal to the TD in the reverse direction. This TD is the sum of the LD at point X = 0 and the PD (0, Y). At the junction point of two semi-infinite cylinders, the LD is always 7 /2. Because the PD does not depend on the structure "behind" the signal, it does not depend on d, . That concludes the proof that TD is independent of 6. This result is valid for any injection point Y.
When the prestep cylinder is finite and the poststep cylinder is infinite, then TD( Y, 0) increases as 6 decreases ( Fig.  7C ). This agrees with the results for the soma-cylinder model, with c = '12 (see above). Namely, the net effect of a decrease in diameter ratio of the two cylinders is to slow down the propagation of the signal when it approaches the step change. This is not necessarily the case when the poststep cylinder is finite. The input delay of this cylinder might increase toward 7 and then, similar to Fig. 5C , TD( Y, 0) may increase rather than decrease when 6 increases (Fig. 70) .
Trees equivalent to a single cylinder
In this section the delay in idealized dendritic trees is analyzed. Although our method can be implemented on arbitrary passive trees, many important insights can be obtained from analyzing the family of trees that are equivalent to a cylinder (Rall 1959 (Rall , 1962a (Rall ,b, 1969 . Rall and Rinzel ( 1973) introduced an analytic method to compute the attenuation of steady voltage in such trees, with current injected to only one dendritic branch. The same idea was also employed here for the investigation of signal delays in such trees (unpublished data).
An example of the classical results of Rall and Rinzel concerning steady-state voltage attenuation in idealized trees is depicted in Fig. 8A . The modeled tree is schematically shown in the inset. In A a steady current (I) is injected at the tip of the lower terminal ( T, ) of a tree consisting 3 order of (symmetrical) branching, each branch is 0.25X long (i.e., total length L = 1). In this case there is no soma (P = a ). The continuous lines show the voltage attenuatio"n along the tree. Although all branches have the same length, the voltage attenuates most steeply along the input branch and less steeply along the more proximal branches. For comparison the steady attenuation in the equivalent cylinder, when the current is injected at L = 1, is shown by the dashed line. Note that at the origin of the tree (X = 0), the voltage responses in the full tree and in the equivalent cylinder are the same. It is worth noting that Fig. 8A also shows the attenuation of the area under the voltage response when a transient (rather than a steady) current is injected at the same tip (Rinzel and Rall 1974) . Figure 8B shows the TD along the same tree for a transient current injected at T, (continuous line). The dashed line depicts the TD in the equivalent cylinder. Numbers denote PD over individual branches. First note that, if we observe the four branches on the path from tip ( T, ) to origin, the delay in the second branch (0.32) is larger than the delays in all other branches. Also, the velocity decreases as the signal approaches a branch point and increases immediately after that point. This behavior is well understood in view of the results obtained for the soma-cylinder model and the step diameter change model. The TD from T, to origin is -1.2; this is also the TD for the equivalent cylinder. The LD at T,, however, is smaller than the LD at the corresponding point in the equivalent cylinder. This figure demonstrates that the delay to various possible "target" points in the tree may differ significantly. This delay (and the communication speed) is not only a function of the distance from the input point to the target point but also a function of the morphology between the two points (e.g., compare the TD with the 2 points that are 0.5X from T, ).
The effect of a soma on the TD in a tree is demonstrated in Figs. 8, C and D. In C, c = 1 (uniform R,). Compared with Fig. 8 B, the TD to the origin increases, as expected. In contrast, the LD at T, decreased and, thus the PD( T,, 0) increased. Interestingly, along the path from T, to the soma, the PD over the first two distal branches decreased (0.2 1 and 0.30 compared with 0.27 and 0.32, respectively), whereas the PD over the two proximal branches increased. The TD from T, to the other dendritic tips ( T2, T3, and T4) decreased because of the presence of a soma.
Finally, the effect of a leaky soma is examined in Fig. 8 D. In this example the membrane resistivity of the soma was reduced IO-fold, keeping the soma dimensions as in C; hence both c and poo were reduced by a factor of 10. As a result of the somatic leakage, the delays to any point in the tree were reduced in comparison with the corresponding points with nonleaky soma.
DISCUSSION
The present study introduces a novel analytic approach to analyze transients in passive structures with special focus on synaptic potentials in dendritic trees. The underlying idea is to characterize the various properties of the transient signal (i.e., its area, its center of gravity, its width, etc.) with the use of the signal's moments. Utilizing Rall's cable theory and the definitions for the moments, one can write a system of linear ODES that describes the behavior of the various moments as the signal spreads in the dendritic tree. These equations can be solved analytically for passive trees with arbitrary branching pattern and arbitrary spatiotemporal distribution of current inputs. This method is general and might prove applicable to the analysis of transients in various electrical circuits such as bipolar chips, for example. It is important to stress that, although the analytic results of the present study hold for any transient (provided that the integrals for the moments in Eq. II exist and the 0th moment is not 0), the use of the centroid (and the definition of delay) is meaningful essentially to predominantly monophasic transients, as most synaptic currents and potentials are.
A particular application of this "method of moments" is the analysis of time delays in passive dendritic trees. Here only the first two moments, the 0th and lst, are used to define the centroid (center of gravity) of the transient involved (the transient current input or the transient voltage response). Delay and velocity are defined with respect to the centroid. Namely, we describe how the centroid (as distinguished from the peak) moves in time along the modeled tree. Several important theorems regarding the signal delay and velocity in passive trees are stated, and an efficient recursive algorithm for calculating the delay and the velocity in realistically complex dendritic trees was developed. The proofs for these theorems and the details of the algorithm properties of the membrane and is exactly 7. This reference are given elsewhere (H. Agmon-Snir and I. Segev, unpubcase gives an upper limit for the LD in passive dendritic lished data). A further application of the method of mo-trees because in distributed (nonisopotential) systems the ments to explore analytically the behavior of the signal's input current can be discharged both through the memwidth (defined using Oth, 1 st, and 2nd moments) and skew-brane at the input site and also longitudinally to other reness (using also the 3rd moment) is in progress.
gions of the tree. Therefore a more rapid discharge of the
Local delay-LD
The LD at a given input point reflects the RC properties of the membrane and the electrotonic structure of the dendritic tree as "seen" from the point concerned. It can be interpreted as a measure for the width of the time window in which the local voltage response at the input point is significant. In the context of electrical communication between adjacent synapses, the LD is an indication of the "life-time" of local synaptic potentials; i.e., the local time window for nonlinear interactions between synaptic excitation and synaptic inhibition (Segev and Parnas 1983) . Therefore it is a measure for the degree of synchrony required for these synapses to interact locally; small LD implies that inputs have to be well synchronized to interact with each other.
Order of branching
In the reference case of an isopotential system, the input current can be discharged only through the membrane. Indeed, the LD as defined here using the centroid reflects the input current is expected with the result of a reduced local delay associated with a briefer voltage response at the input site as compared with the isopotential case (Rall 1967 (Rall , 1969 Rinzel and Rall 1974) . A useful reference case for such distributed systems is the cylinder of infinite length. Here the infinite extension of the cylinder serves as a sink for longitudinal current spread from the input site, and the well known response function for this case decreases the LD to exactly 7/2, namely one-half that for the isopotential case. With an addition of a soma at one end of the cylinder and in the presence of a dendritic tree, the LD at certain dendritic locations, typically at distal arbors, may become very small (e.g., 0.17), because the rest of the tree serves as a large current sink. Other, more proximal locations in the tree may undergo very different LD, of the order of 7 (as in an isopotential soma).
As a general rule, LD at distal dendritic arbors decreases as the complexity of the tree increases. This is demonstrated in Fig. 9 for symmetrical trees. For any fixed L value, an increase in the order of branching is associated with a decrease in the LD at the input tip. The decrease is marked for electrically compact dendrites (0.5 < L < 2) and with branching order of three or more, as found in many neuron types. For example, in the case of L = 0.5, with three orders of branching (as depicted by the schematic inset), the LD at the terminal tip is rather large (0.67). It decreases to 0.0777 when the order of branching is eight. The latter case could be relevant to parallel fiber inputs impinging on distal dendrites of cerebellar Purkinje cells that typically bear only one tree with an L value estimated at -0.5 and a branching order of S-10 ( Rapp et al. 1994) . A LD of the order of 0.17 is also expected in distal basal and apical tips of cortical pyramidal cells (Fig. 10) . A similar, and possibly smaller, LD (associated with briefer voltage transients) is expected at terminal tips of cat cu-motoneurons that typically bear several stem dendrites each having 10 orders of branching or more (R. E. Burke, personal communication) .
From the analysis of Figs. 8-10, we can conclude that the branching order is a very important factor in reducing the LDs at distal dendritic arbors.
As noted above, a small LD is associated with a brief (narrow) voltage transient at the input site (see also Rinzel and Rall 1974) . The implication is that for local dendritic processes (e.g., plastic changes at the dendrites that are triggered by the local voltage transients) the exact timing (synchronization) between adjacent distal inputs is very critical. For example, the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA )-based long-term potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampus depends critically on input timing. This input is believed to be the (brief) non-NMDA conductance change that impinges on distal dendritic spines (Brown et al. 1988) .
Total delay-TD
The TD from an input point to a target point reflects both the rise time of the voltage response at the target point as well as the width of the time window in which this response is significant. This results from the use of the centroid (which depends on both the rise time and the decay of the voltage response) for the definitions of delays. As discussed below, in most interesting cases the rise time is small compared with the width of the time window. Hence, in the context of electrical communication between a synapse and the target point, the TD is practically the "life-time" of the synapse voltage response at the target point.
A main result of the present study is that, in trees with electrotonic length of -1 X, the TD to the soma is typically on the order of 7. For proximal dendritic inputs the TD to the soma may be somewhat smaller, whereas for inputs at distal tips the TD to the soma (or to other dendritic trees) may be somewhat larger than 7 (see Figs. 8 and 1OA and Table 1 ). Note that this is true only for the uniform R, model of Fig. 1OA. For a shunted soma model (Fig. 10B) where the dendrites have a large R, value (and therefore large local membrane time constant), the TD may be more than three times the slowest (system) time constant (Q). Because the range of delays between the dendrites and the soma is on the order of 7, the exact synchronization of the various inputs is less significant than is the synchronization for the local interactions in distal dendritic arbors. However, as Rall ( 1964) first suggested, dendritic-to-soma delay and spatiotemporal input distribution may still be very important for the computations performed by the nervous system (e.g., for computing the direction of motion). Comparing the "life-time" of signals in global interactions (e.g., at the soma) with the "life-time" of the signals in local interactions at distal arbors, one can conclude that in local interactions the decision point functions more like a coincidence detector, whereas in global interactions the decision point functions more like an integrator (see also Softhy, 1993) .
In the context of actually computing the TD, the reciprocity theorem (Theorem II) is very useful. Because the TD (but not the PD) from any dendritic site(s) to the soma can be computed by injecting the current into the soma and measuring the voltage response at the site (or sites) of interest, a single run (with a somatic input) is sufficient for computing the delay from all dendritic locations to the soma.
Finally, the effect of dendritic spines should be discussed. In many types of mammalian CNS neurons, including cortical pyramidal cells such as the one in Fig. 10 , dendritic spines make up a significant fraction of the dendritic membrane area (capacitance). Spines were not included in the computations for Fig. 10 and Table 1 . To examine the effect of spines on our results, Table 1 A was recomputed, this time assuming that spines are uniformly distributed over the dendritic surface and that they add a total of 33% to the dendritic membrane area of the modeled cell. Spines were incorporated globally into the model with the use of the method of Holmes ( 1989; and see also Rapp et al. ( 1992) . For the present case the membrane area of the spines is effectively added to the modeled dendrites by decreasing the dendritic R, by a factor of 2/3 and by increasing Cm by a factor of 3/2. This effectively increases the cable distance between any two (anatomic) points in the tree without changing the membrane time constant. Thus the TD between any two points is expected to increase when spines are added. Indeed, for example the TD from point 1 to the soma is 38.9 ms with spines instead of 34.2 ms without 10. LD and TD to soma in a reconstructed pyramidal cell from layer V in cat visual cortex. Input locations are marked by arrows. Points 1 and 2 are at tips of the apical tree and point 3 is at a tip of the basal tree. Computations were performed with 2 different sets of biophysical parameters. In A, the uniform R, model is utilized, whereas in B a nonuniform R, (shunt soma) model is used. The corresponding specific values are given in the figure. Parameters for the shunt soma model in B were taken from Stratford et al. ( 1989) . In case B the slowest (system) time constant, TV, is -20 ms. Morphological data were kindly provided by R. Douglas. spines (Table 1 A ) ; the TD( 1,2) is now 40.2 ms rather than cost" that results from placing the input at the dendrites 34.6 ms.
rather than at the soma. Because of the reciprocity theorem ( Theorem II), TD(y, 0) = TD( 0, y), and we get a remarkPropagation delay ( PD) and the net dendrites delay ( NDD) ably simple relation between these two measures Next, it is important to explore the net effect of the den-
drites in delaying voltage signals. Both the PD and the In general, because the LD at the soma is typically larger NDD were defined for this purpose. For computing the PD than the LD at any dendritic site, the PD( y, 0) is expected from point y to the soma (0), the local delay at y is sub-to be larger than the NDD( y, 0). In the case of an input to a tracted from the total delay to the soma (0), whereas for distal apical dendrite (e.g., point 1 in Fig. IOA ) the PD is computing the NDD, the local delay at the soma is sub-quite significant (34.2 -4.6 = 29.6 ms); for the input to the tracted from the total delay to the soma. Thus PD is a mea-basal dendrite (point 3 ), this delay is smaller but still signifisure for the propagation time of the voltage centroid from cant ( 19.5 -2.6 = 16.9 ms). The corresponding values of the input site to the soma. The NDD measures the "delay the NDD are smaller, namely 34.2 -18 = 16.8 ms ( -0.87) Delays in the pyramidal eel/ models shown in Fig. 10 A Values are in milliseconds. Numbers 1,2,3, and Soma correspond to the locations denoted by arrows in Fig. 10 . A and B correspond to Fig. 10, A and B, respectively. In both models the system time constant 7. is -20 ms. AND I. SEGEV ,000 52. cm2 to 5,000 Q l cm2) is shown. This reduction reflects the impact of randomly activated and spatially distributed background synaptic activity at an average of 2 spikes/s in each of the 4,000 excitatory inputs and 1,000 inhibitory inputs assumed to impinge on the modeled tree. In both cases the LD of the soma is shown as reference.
for point 1 and 19.5 -18 = 1.5 ms ( ~0.077) for the input It is important to note that the NDD is a good approxiat the basal tree (point 3 ). Additional examples are given in mation for the delay between the peak of the current input Fig. 11 A. and the peak of the voltage response at the target point As noted above, the NDD is a measure for the delay cost (soma). The NDD is, essentially, the difference between of moving the synapse away from the soma. Because the the voltage response to a somatic input and the voltage resignificant time window for input integration at the soma is sponse at the soma when the same input is applied at the on the order of 7, the main conclusion from Fig. 11 is that, dendrites. Because the decay phases of the two somatic reexcluding distal sites on the apical dendrite, this delay cost is not very large. Indeed, for the majority of synaptic consponses are similar and mainly reflect the properties of the soma and its vicinity, the main difference is in the rising tacts on cortical pyramidal cells (where most synapses are on the basal dendrites), the NDD is small compared with 7. This point can be reemphasized by the use of Fig. 8 B. Here the LD at the root of the tree (the "soma") is 0.87, whereas the NDD for the distal point, T,, is 0.367. Namely, the significant time window for the integration of distal inputs at the soma is now 1.167 rather than 0.87, the time window for the integration of somatic inputs. To summarize, removing synapses from the soma does not change the time window for input integration at the soma significantly. However, placing synapses on dendritic branches can create many "local decision points," each with a high sensitivity to the synchronization of inputs that impinge at its vicinity.2 phases of the two somatic responses. At the dendritic input location, the rising phase of the voltage response follows well the rising phase of the input. Thus the NDD can be interpreted (and has similar values) as the time delay between the input peak and the peak of the voltage output. In the context of the neuronal input-output delay, the NDD can serve as a measure (as good as any other such measure) steady attenuation factor from a distal point, T, , to the root of the tree is, indeed, large (a factor of -5 ). But, if one is interested in the "cost" of placing the same steady input at T1 rather than at the soma, the loss in voltage amplitude can be shown to be only 37% (i.e., comparing the resultant depolarization at the soma for the steady input to T, ( -0.2 in Fig.  8A ) to the depolarization at the soma when the same input is applied to the soma ( -0.28) (see also Rall 1989, Fig. 2.4) . Hence, for integration of 2 A parallel conclusion can be drawn with respect to the attenuation of inputs at the soma, removing synapses away from the soma has relatively small effect on the amount of excitatory current that reaches the soma. On the time integrals of the transients, which, as shown by Rinzel and Rall the other hand, the same synapses when placed at the dendrites can pro-( 1974), behaves as the steady voltage does. Figure 8A shows that the duce large local depolarization and thereby trigger "local decision points." of the dendritic contribution to this delay. As already noted above, this contribution is not very big for the basal dendrites of pyramidal cells but is significant for distal locations at the apical dendrite.
Two new parameters, reff and A,, and the computing propagation velocity and delay algorithm for
We have defined two new functional parameters, the effective 7 (7&, which is also the input delay (Din), and the effective X (A,,). These parameters extend the functional meaning of the classical parameters, the membrane time constant and space constant for dendritic trees. Indeed, for an isopotential structure Q = 7, and for an infinite cylinder, Xeff = X. Both parameters are defined with respect to a given direction in the tree (see Eq. 9 and corresponding text). If we consider X,%, its definition implies that, for a given direction from a point (y) in a tree, the attenuation of a steady voltage is inversely proportional to &. One consequence of this is that the modeled tree can be resealed with respect to X,. to obtain a transformed structure where each unit of distance represents an e-fold attenuation of voltage (see related approach in Brown et al. 1992) . The other parameter, 7,ff, is the local (or input) delay at point y, when the boundary conditions at all other possible directions (excluding the direction of interest) are sealed. For computing delays in a modeled tree recursively, Din is analogous to the input resistance (Ri,) for computing the voltage attenuation ( Rall 1959 and see below) .
The ratio between these two parameters, &/T,~, is the velocity of the centroid (Theorem III). Therefore knowledge of these two parameters is sufficient for computing the propagation velocity in passive trees. Q and X,. (and thus 8) at any point in the tree can be calculated iteratively with the use of an algorithm similar to the one developed by Rall ( 1959; and see also Segev et al. 1989 ). Details are given in H. Agmon-Snir and I. Segev (unpublished data) . Briefly, this algorithm computes Ri, and Di, at a given point y in a cylindrical dendritic branch by substituting the subtree at each of its ends (the boundary conditions) by an equivalent soma (Theorem V). This is done by using Eq. 15 and the expression for Ri, for the case of a cylinder coupled to a soma (Rall 1969) . Then Xcff, 7eff, the delay, and the velocity (as well as the steady voltage attenuation) along this branch can be computed. Hence Eq. 15 is very important because it embodies the general case of a cylindrical branch with a tree (represented by an equivalent soma) at one end. This iterative method and Eq. 25 were used to compute the results given in Figs. 10 and 11, and in Table 1 . Because of its importance, a more complete derivation of Eq. 15 is giveninthe APPENDIX. To conclude this section it is worth considering the dependence of the propagation velocity, 0, on various biophysical parameters. In an infinite cylinder with uniform membrane properties, the velocity is 8 = 2X / 7 (cm/s) . Hence 8 is proportional to ( va)/ [ Cm. ( VR,) l ( VRi )] . Therefore reducing R, or Ri increases the conduction velocity (and reduces the delay), whereas reducing the diameter reduces the velocity. As noted by Jack et al. ( 1975 ) , under certain conditions these relations are also applicable to the velocity of the action potential in unmyelinated axons.
Extension of the results: a distributed current input, a transient voltage input, synaptic inputs, and voltagedependent dendritic nonlinearities
The input current in Eq. 12 need not be spatially localized (i.e., a spatial delta-function). Rather, it can be distributed over the dendritic surface. For example, one may consider the case of several inputs impinging at different points (and times) on the dendrites or the case of a repetitive activation of localized input. In these cases the centroid of the resultant (compound) voltage response can be easily calculated from the response to the individual inputs. Linearity implies that this centroid is the weighted mean of the centroids of the individual voltage responses, weighted by the 0th moment (the time integral) of the corresponding response.
Next we consider a transient voltage input rather than a transient current input. From the theory of linear systems, the results of the present study are also applicable to this case. Note, however, that in this case there is no meaning to the local delay and therefore to Theorem IV. Also, the reciprocity theorem does not hold because it applies only to the total delay and not to the propagation delay. The other theorems and the algorithm for computing delay and velocity hold also for this case.
Because the present analysis is strictly correct only for linear systems, it does not apply to a conductance change, as found in real synaptic inputs. In general, when synaptic conductances are considered, a delay is expected between the centroid of the synaptic conductance change and the centroid of the resultant synaptic current (Rall 1967) . This delay depends on the degree of nonlinearity induced by the synaptic input; namely, on the time course and magnitude of the synaptic conductance change. Nonetheless, as demonstrated by Rinzel and Rall ( 1974) ) the linear case is still a very good approximation when the conductance change is brief relative to the system time constant [e.g., the conductance change associated with the non-NMDA, or cu-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA), receptors] as well as when the conductance change is small relative to the input conductance at the synaptic site.
What happens when random, spatially distributed, background synaptic inputs bombard the tree? As originally suggested by Rall ( 1962a,b) , this case can be modeled by an effective change in the dendritic membrane resistivity, R, (Amit and Tsodyks 1992; Bernander et al. 199 1; Holmes 1989; Rapp et al. 1992) . In other words, background synaptic activity rescales the electrotonic structure of the tree (reduces R,), but the new tree can be treated as a linear element. Additional current inputs on top of this background activity can be dealt with as was done in the present study. How does this background activity affect the delay in the tree?
This question is explored in Fig. 11 B. If we assume that the modeled cell receives 4,000 excitatory inputs and 1,000 inhibitory synapses, each activated randomly at an average rate of two times per second, with synaptic parameters as in Bernander et al. ( 199 1 ) , the effective dendritic R, is expected to decrease to -5,000 Q l cm2 (from 20,000 Q. cm2 with no background synaptic activity). The reduction in R, implies that each input site becomes electrically more remote from the soma as compared with the reference ("quiescent") case. Nonetheless, comparison between Fig.  11 A and Fig. 11 B shows that the NDD from the corresponding points is reduced rather than increased as a result of the background activity (but it is increased in units of 7). The decrease is much more pronounced for distal locations than for the proximal (basal) dendrites. To conclude, background synaptic activity serves as a biophysical mechanism that changes dynamically the delays (and the temporal resolution) in dendritic trees. With increase in background activity the tree becomes a shorter delay line.
Finally, one should remember that in many cases voltage-dependent channels dominate the electrical behavior of dendrites. Sometimes the dendrites may even fire a local (typically Ca) spike (Amitai et al. 1993) . In these cases the delay depends in a complicated way on the distribution, density, and kinetics of the voltage-dependent channels. Ross and Werman ( 1987) using Ca-dependent dye recorded delays of 10 ms and more in the activation of dendritic Ca currents in response to somatic depolarization, whereas Fromhertz and Vetter ( 1992) have recently used a voltage-dependent dye to measured delays of a few milliseconds in the nonlinear neurite arborizations of cultured Retzius cells. The analytic method presented here can be extended to explore some types of nonlinearities (work in progress). Nonetheless, numerical (compartmental) methods are more suitable to tackle complicated nonlinear cases. In such cases the linear (passive) model should serve as a reference for understanding the role of dendritic nonlinearities.
Centroid compared with other possible definitions of the time of the transient The centroid is a parameter commonly used for defining delays in RC networks (i.e., "Elmore delay, " Elmore 1948; Lin and Mead 1984; Rubinstein et al. 1983; Wyatt 1985) , but, to the best of our knowledge, it was not used before in the context of neurosignals. We have shown that, unlike other possible definitions of the time of a voltage transient [e.g., the voltage peak, the rise time ( lo-90%), the voltage inflection points, etc.], the centroid allows for an analytic treatment of the propagation velocity and delay in complicated passive dendritic trees. For the centroid, both signal delay and velocity are independent of the shape of the current input ( Theorem I); this is not the case for these other definitions. As is the case for all other possible definitions, for some purposes the use of the centroid may prove disadvantageous. However, it allows one to state general properties of the delay and velocity that hold for all possible transient inputs.
In contrast to the other possible definitions, the propagation velocity of the centroid in an infinite cylinder is exactly 2X/7 already at the input site. For the other definitions, the velocity is larger near the input site and is reduced asymptotically to 2X/ 7 as the voltage spreads away from this site (Jack et al. 1975 ) . Hence it makes sense to use this "universal" value of 2x/7 as a reference value for exploring the effect of different boundary conditions on the velocity. In doing so we were surprised to find the slight reduction in the velocity as the signal approaches a sealed-end boundary condition (Fig. 4A) . Is this also the case for the voltage peak? To examine this question we had to run numerical simulations and found that, indeed, if the sealed end is sufficiently far from the input point (so that the peak velocity has a sufficient time to converge to 2x/7), the peak velocity does drop below 2X/ 7 at a distance of -1 X from the sealed end before increasing toward infinity near the sealed end itself. Hence the behavior depicted in Fig. 4A is not unique to the centroid, and, as explained in RESULTS, it is the consequence of two conflicting effects of the boundary. One tends to increase the velocity, whereas the other tends to decrease it. At intermediate distance from the boundary, the second effect is more prominent, whereas closer to the boundary the first effect dominates the behavior.
As argued above, the NDD is expected to be a good measure for the peak delay. This prediction is confirmed when the results of Fig. 1 OB (and Table 1 B) were compared with the results from the numerical simulations of Stratford et al. ( 1989) . Their Fig. 5A shows a somatic excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) computed for various input locations in a reconstructed cortical pyramidal cell with a somewhat less complicated apical tree than the tree in our Fig.  IOB . The same biophysical parameters were used in both figures. For an input to a distal apical branch, the somatic EPSP peaks at -30 ms in good agreement with our calculation of a net delay of 29 ms (45.4 -16.4 ) to the soma arising from input point 2. The EPSP from the basal dendrite peaks at -4 ms, whereas the NDD for a corresponding input is 4.5 ms (20.9 -16.4) (see also Major 1992 for an impressive experimental and modeling study on synaptic potentials in cortical pyramidal cells).
But is the centroid an appropriate choice or are other characteristics of the synaptic potential (e.g., the rate of rise, the peak, etc.) better correlated with the probability of reaching the threshold for producing an output? Clearly, because postsynaptic potentials are relatively long-lasting signals, a combination of these parameters is expected to determine the efficacy of the input. Kirkwood ( 1979) and Fetz and Gustafsson ( 1983) have shown that when the membrane potential is near threshold, the rate of rise and peak voltage are correlated with the firing probability. However, when many inputs are required to fire the cell, the long decay of the voltage signal (and thus the centroid) becomes functionally significant, because, in this case, the whole shape of the EPSP contributes to the net depolarization, i.e., to the probability of firing the postsynaptic cell (see also Abeles 199 1 and Smith 1992 for a related discussion on the "first passage time"). Figure 1 A shows that the centroid takes into account the long decay of the transient signal, and, although still not too far from the peak time, it biases the definition for the time of the signal toward the signal's tail. The same arguments hold for the probability of triggering local dendritic processes, such as the activation of NMDA receptors with the (appropriately timed) non-NMDA conductances. Finally, with the sophisticated data acquisition and analysis programs available to the experimentalists, computing the centroid of synaptic potentials (and currents) rather than (or in addition to) the peak time should be straightforward. Because the centroid is calculated by the use of many points, this measure is less sensitive to noise than other measures that rely on one (e.g., the peak time) or only a few points (e.g., the half-width) in the transient.
Functional implications of the results
This study shows that, in contrast to spheres and cylinders, dendritic trees provide for a communication line with multiple time scales. For computations that take place locally at the dendrites, such as the triggering of plastic processes (Brown et al. 1988 ) or for dendrodendritic interactions (Rall et al. 1966) , the critical time window is on the order of 0.17. For distal communications, e.g., between synaptic inputs and the axon, the meaningful time scale is of the order of 17.
It should be emphasized that, in the context of the functioning brain, the membrane time constant (7) is not really constant. 7 can be effectively modulated by background synaptic activity (Bernander et al. 199 1; Rapp et al. 1992) as well as by other nonlinear (voltage-dependent) membrane mechanisms. Spontaneous background synaptic activity of only a few spikes per second in each of the several thousand synapses that contact cortical neurons can effectively reduce 7 by a factor of 5 and more (Fig. 11 B) . Then all relevant time windows become narrower by this factor. Importantly, the net delay (NDD) in some subtrees is more resistant to background synaptic activity than the net delay in other subtrees (Fig. 11) . In the electrotonically short basal dendrites, change in 7 has only a minor effect (compare Fig. 11, A with B) . Conversely, the net delay from distal regions of the apical dendrite is strongly influenced by the background synaptic activity. Hence basal dendrites are rather robust net delay lines, whereas the apical dendrite behaves as a dynamic delay line whereby, as a result of elevated background activity, distal apical synapses affect the soma earlier than during reduced background activity.
Of the different definitions for the delay, the NDD is the most direct measure of the "loss" that results from removing the synapse from the soma to a given dendritic location. This loss can be on the order of the synaptic delay ( 1 ms) for proximal inputs, as is the case for the basal input in Fig.  11 , whereas for distal synaptic sites on the apical dendrite it can be 10 times larger. Indeed, in a recent study by L. J. Cauller and B. W. Connors (unpublished data), the time delay from the activation of layer I input to the firing of layer V cortical pyramidal cell was found to be on the order of 10 ms. This is also the range of delays measured in hippocampal CA1 neurons after focal distal stratum radiatum stimulation (Turner 1990 ). This marked delay from distal arbors of CA 1 neurons allows (bisynaptic) feed-forward inhibitory inputs to reach the soma of the pyramidal neuron slightly before the monosynaptic excitatory input, thereby enabling the inhibitory input to modulate the excitatory input and control the hippocampal output.
We conclude that dendrites are an important origin of the delay in the nervous system. With background synaptic activity and voltage-dependent nonlinearities, dendrites function as a dynamic, rather than a static, delay line. Their electrotonic structure and synaptic architecture provide a source for multiple time windows for the various computations performed by the nervous system. Input-output (dendrites-to-axon) computation is performed on a slower time scale as compared with the time window for local dendritic computations. These two time windows should be incorporated in models that focus on neuronal information processing as well as in models for learning and memory. The consequence of these delays on the stability of neuronal networks should also be considered. To simplify the expression we define 
